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The Pueblo Revolt of 1680: Conquest and Resistance in Seventeenth-Century

New Mexico. By Andrew L. Knaut. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press,

1995. xx + 220 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $29.95
cloth.)

Andrew L. Knaut has produced a well-written and well-organized
narrative of New Mexico in the seventeenth century with a focus on the Pueblo
Revolt. The strength of the book lies in its narration which chronologically
follows the pattern of exploration, conquest, and settlement. The author's clear
writing style, moreover, is worthy of mention. If all the author hoped to
achieve was to tell a story, then he would have succeeded marvelously.
On the other hand, the author aimed at creating a scholarly work on
the Pueblo Revolt. Therein lies the weakness of the book, its lack of
originality. The research methodology, while well planned, lacks the strength
of archival research. Almost all the citations are from well known printed
sources that were, in the main, published between the 1920s and 1960s. An
updated bibliography similarly reflects the use of these time tested sources.
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of names, such as Cuyamungue (Cayamungue in the book) and Leta for Pedro
de Leiva's name, should have been easily corrected. Instead, they were
incorrectly carried into the index.
The saving graces of this book are its popularized narrati\e about the
Pueblo Revolt and the author's excellent writing abilities.
Joseph ::>. Sanchez
Spanish Colonial Reseuch Center
University of /iew Mexico

